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eBoostr is an easy-to-use application that helps to optimize the Windows startup process and increase the overall performance of your PC. By creating a specialized cache on the selected device, eBoostr automatically stores the needed files and data on the device to be used for an effective and instant access
to them. This way, you can skip the long boot-up times by saving the PC resources for other tasks, such as launching a program, starting the mail client or working on the office documents. Moreover, by making use of the available cache capacity, eBoostr will optimize the user experience and lower your
PC's power consumption (by storing its files on cache devices). Features: - Cache files for quick access to them, improve speed and performance of your PC - Automatically activates the cache according to the device speed - Optimizes the boot-up time of your computer - Checks disk and cache parameters Automatically caches the most used files and apps to improve your PC speed - Configures the cache size to your wishes, set it to free or save up some space to your desired drive - Supports up to 4 cache devices simultaneously - Reduces the number of RAM applications (RAM apps) by caching needed files
- Runs in the system tray, the icon does not take up any space on your desktop - Check the current status of cache and cache device - Preview cache contents and browse the list of programs used by your computer - Optimizes the performance of apps by creating cache files - Creates cache files according to
the selected cache device - Automatically changes cache files to prevent their loss - Allows to share cache files with other cache devices What is new in this release: Version 1.3.2.0 - Optimizes the performance of eBoostr apps by caching used files on your computer, improve the overall speed of your
computer - Optimizes the performance of your applications by caching used files, improves the speed of your computer - Provides a complete system check, displays cache and disk status, the total amount of cache available and cache used capacity - You can share cache files with other cache devices Version 1.3.1.0 - System tray icon is added to eBoostr - Compatible with Windows 7 - Supports up to 4 cache devices simultaneously - eBoostr automatically checks the status of cache and cache device - eBoostr checks cache files and their changes in other cache devices
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You can watch movies, listen to music and show pictures without annoying waiting times. With the help of the KeyMacro software, you can control the on/off button of your desktop, tablet or notebook screen directly from your keyboard. KeyMacro automatically reduces the on/off time to make sure you
are not constantly and irritatingly asked to keep your laptop, smartphone or tablet screen on or off. Once the optimal sleep / wake time is found, KeyMacro will enable the "On" and "Off" light directly from the keyboard and maintain that time throughout the day. The best settings are being constantly
adjusted as you use your PC or tablet. KEYMACRO is a simple, inexpensive, open source and easy to use solution, which allows you to automatically manage the sleep and wake up mode of your device from your keyboard without having to press the function key. The software offers many features: Configure the optimal screen on/off time and set whether to enable the keyboard backlight or not. - Show time when the screen is turned on or off. - Automatically enable "On" or "Off" of the screen. - Show the current "On" and "Off" time. - Save and restore a backup of screen settings if your settings are
lost. - Screenshots and user preferences are saved in the data file. KeyMacro can be run on both Windows and Linux. What's new in version 1.3: - Ability to choose a Screen Off Time (non-visual). - Configuration of a Screen Off Time. - Configuration of an automatic Screen On and Off and the Enable
Keyboard Backlight. - Increase the Capacity of the cache files. - The Minimum and Maximum values of the screen off time are added. - The screen off time is now written on the log file. - Ability to choose the refresh rate. - An error is now reported if a login was not successful. - The "Auto-start on system
start-up" option is now a simple tickbox. - The Auto-restart the settings on next login option is now a simple tickbox. - The ability to choose the refresh rate is added. - An error is now reported if no mouse / keyboard was found. - The ability to choose a Screen Off Time (non-visual) is added. - The ability to
choose a Screen Off Time (non-visual) is added. - The 1d6a3396d6
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· Caching technology - any storage device or any memory module used to store your data at a lower level than RAM · Displays important system information and usage statistics · Automatically creates and caches in one or more drive/memory modules · Caches everything - applications, settings and data;
eliminates the need to re-launch them · Caches frequently used applications/settings as "sessions" for quick and easy access · Displays the current hard drive load · Locks the main menu to prevent accidentally using the advanced features · Supports multiple memory and storage devices · User-friendly
interface; auto-detects available devices and auto-configures the settings · Advanced interface features - hide the menu bar, enable/disable menu items · Easy to use - no advanced settings or configuration needed · Automatic installation (no user intervention required) · Supports Up to 4 devices · Works on
Windows XP, Vista and Windows 7 eBoostr TFT_HUMAN_SCALE is a free (as in free speech) program. It's a program to make your computer faster. It takes care of running applications that you start or access frequently, on a second or third screen. It's designed to accelerate the performance of your
computer by caching application files and data to storage devices, this makes applications load faster and improve the performance of your computer. This free program has been made by AIG for Windows. It's a small program, so you don't have to worry about its installation. AIG tried to give you only what
you really need. eBoostr TFT_HUMAN_SCALE Features 1. Once launched it hides the main menu, enabling you to have full access to all features of the program. 2. Automatically creates and caches in one or more drive/memory modules. 3. Displays the current hard drive load. 4. Enables you to hide the
menu bar. 5. Displays system status and cache hit ratio. 6. Automatically re-caches applications and data as they change. 7. Automatically updates the cache files. 8. Supports up to 4 memory or storage devices. 9. Easy to use - no advanced settings or configuration needed. 10. The program is ready to start.
11. Compatible with all major versions of Windows (XP, Vista and Windows 7). System Requirements: · Microsoft Windows XP or higher · A
What's New in the?

- Automatic caching - Support for up to 4 devices - Clean interface - Clean uninstaller Modern Combat 5 is the one, ultimate FPS experience on mobile! This FPS is powered by the extremely popular FPS series "Battlefield" and "Halo" franchises and features brand new graphics and gameplay. The story is
set in World War 2 and the player takes control of the elite US soldiers of the 3rd Battalion of the 506th Parachute Infantry Regiment. You are one of the best fighter pilots of the "Tiger Force" and your task is to survive the battles on the battlefields and complete your mission. Features: * Fast-paced Action
* Easy to pick up and play * Smooth and intuitive gameplay * Three game modes to play * Non-stop action * Beautiful graphics and sound If you need to destroy or suppress with your very own sniper rifle, then this game is for you. As you move in the game, your character will detect the cover, which is
shown on the video as green squares. In addition to this, your character will also detect the enemies' head with the red circles, thus you must have a chance to kill it first. At the same time, you must also keep an eye on the zoom level, you will lose a lot of points if you lose focus! ** Please have a look at the
original game demo. The game looks much better than the screenshot! ** PC Optimizer 5.5.0 is the software designed to make your PC run at its best! Let's start with some basics: PC Optimizer is a utility that helps your PC to run much faster and your system resources much more efficiently. This solution
is an all-in-one solution with real-time configuration manager. * Task management: manages, monitors, and adjusts all kinds of tasks on your PC. * Monitor: brings a "watchdog" function to PC Optimizer. It monitors and alerts you when your PC is running too slowly. * System information: shows your PC's
basic information. * User interface: provides a clean and user-friendly interface. FAR Commander Free 3.1.6.0 is the next generation free fps game that offers you everything you need to get your hands on. FAR Commander is a tactical shooter that comes with a lot of game modes, and it's easy to pick up
and play, offering a vast amount of new features and weapons, and a fully integrated mission editor. FAR Commander is an award-winning free fps game that comes with a lot of game modes, and it's easy to pick up and play. Runs fast on most computers. 100% cross-platform and supports the latest gaming
controllers. Ready to play! Player 1 can switch off Player
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